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The authors tested the hypothesis that personalized messages in a multimedia science lesson can promote deep learning by actively engaging students in the elaboration of the materials and reducing processing load. Students received a multimedia explanation of lightning formation (Experiments 1 and 2) or played an agent-based computer game about environmental science (Experiments 3, 4, and 5). Instructional messages were presented in either a personalized style, where students received spoken or written explanations in the 1st- and 2nd-person points of view, or a neutral style, where students received spoken or written explanations in the 3rd-person point of view. Personalized rather than neutral messages produced better problem-solving transfer performance across all experiments and better retention performance on the computer game. The theoretical and educational implications of the findings are discussed.

Classic research in psychology has shown that people react differently to situations that involve personal reference. This is the case of the well-known cocktail party effect, in which a person who is attending to one conversation is able to detect his or her own name in a separate conversation that is taking place simultaneously in the same room (Cherry, 1953). Another robust phenomenon is the self-referential effect, in which retention is facilitated by having people process information by relating it to aspects of themselves (Rogers, Kuiper, & Kirker, 1977).

As with other factors in human learning and memory, the question arises as to whether personal reference effects can be extended and used in the area of multimedia learning. For example, it is possible to teach a computer-based science lesson with higher or lower levels of self-referencing by varying the communication style used in the explanations (Turco, 1996). In the studies reported in the literature, high self-referencing has been created by directly addressing students and encouraging them to believe that they were active participants in the lesson. For example, in a computer game aimed at teaching environmental science, a high level of self-referencing is present when an on-screen agent speaks to the learner as follows:

"This is a very rainy environment, and the leaves of your plant have to be flexible so they’re not damaged by the rainfall. What really matters for the rain is your choice between thick leaves and thin leaves. Which do you think would be more flexible?"

On the other hand, low self-referencing has been created by giving the same message without directly addressing students or encouraging them to believe that they were participants in the lesson, such as in the following explanation: "In very rainy environments plant leaves have to be flexible so that they are not damaged by the rainfall. What really matters for the rain is the choice between thick leaves and thin leaves."

Does the use of personalized messages improve students' understanding of a multimedia science lesson? To answer this question, in the present studies we tested the hypothesis that personalized explanations can promote deep understanding of a computer-based lesson by actively engaging students in the elaboration of the materials. Our hypothesis is based on two assumptions. First, we assume that the use of self-referential language promotes the elaboration of the instructional materials (Symons & Johnson, 1997). Second, we assume that participants use less cognitive effort to process verbal information when it is presented in a familiar style (i.e., normal conversation) rather than an unfamiliar style (i.e., monologue) of communication (Mayer, 1984; Spiro, 1977).

To test our hypothesis, we compared the learning outcomes of college students who learned a science lesson from personalized conversations with those of students who learned the same materials from neutral monologues. Two multimedia learning scenarios were used: a multimedia explanation about the process of lightning formation and an agent-based science computer game.
To what extent can the self-referencing of instructional materials help students' learning? The main focus of our study was to examine self-reference effects on the comprehension of a multimedia explanation. However, because most of the past research on self-reference has focused on its mnemonic effects (Symons & Johnson, 1997), we used two measures of learning: retention—in which we assessed memory for the basic factual information that was presented—and problem-solving transfer—in which we asked students to solve new problems on the basis of the principles learned in the respective computer program.

From Self-Referencing to Personalizing Multimedia Messages

Our first assumption is that self-referential language promotes the elaboration of the instructional materials (Symons & Johnson, 1997). The self-referential effect has enjoyed a long history in psychology. Although various accounts of this effect differ in important ways from one another, they do agree on one basic point: People remember information better when it is encoded with respect to themselves rather than with respect to other frames of reference (Rogers et al., 1977). In a meta-analysis of self-reference effects in memory, Symons and Johnson (1997) examined studies that used the depth-of-processing incidental-learning paradigm (Craik & Tulving, 1975), in which an encoding question is posed and a stimulus word is presented for the participant's judgment: The self-reference effect on memory is based on a very efficient mechanism to process material that is very familiar to oneself, "material that is often used, well organized, and exceptionally well elaborated" (Symons & Johnson, 1997, p. 392).

The facilitative effects of self-reference on retention have been observed across different types of stimuli (e.g., faces; Mueller, Balis, & Goldstein, 1979), tasks (e.g., reading prose with self-referencing processing instructions; Reeder, McCormick, & Esselman, 1987), and contexts (e.g., persuasion; Burnkrant & Unnava, 1989; Hoban & van Ormer, 1970). In addition to its memorial effects, self-referencing improves the comprehension of mathematical word problems by elementary students (Anand & Ross, 1987; d'Ailly, Simpson, & MacKinnon, 1997; Davis-Dorsey, Ross, & Morrison, 1991; Ross, McCormick, & Krisak, 1986). Personalizing the context improves learning by helping learners interpret and interrelate important information in the familiar versus abstract problem statements (Mayer, 1984; Ross, 1983).

Personalized Messages as Minimizers of Effort

Our second assumption is that personalized messages are more consistent with our schemas for communicating in normal conversations and therefore require less cognitive effort to process. For example, in a study on note taking and passage style, students who read a text passage written in a low-formality style recalled significantly more than those who read the same passage written in a high-formality style (Bretzing & Kulhavy, 1981). The mnemonic superiority resulting from relating the material to the self was interpreted as originating in the easier processing required to update current schemata from a more familiar style of prose (Spiro, 1977).

In addition, the idea that familiarity may explain why some language styles are easier to comprehend and remember than others has been reported by a number of studies of narrative comprehension (Graesser, Golding, & Long, 1998). Narrative discourse is easy to comprehend and to remember, compared to other discourse genres, such as definition, description, and exposition (Freedle & Hale, 1979; Graesser, 1981; Spiro & Taylor, 1987). Moreover, in the area of communications, Reeves and Nass (1996) provided convincing evidence that people have a natural predisposition to apply the same dynamics from human–human interactions to human–computer interactions. Therefore, providing personalized messages in media communication seems more likely to ease the processing of the message by being more consistent with the social rules and schemas of normal conversations.

Hypothesis

The design of multimedia explanations can be driven by the designer's conception of the nature of teaching, which can range from an interactive hypothesis to a transmission hypothesis. We propose an interactive hypothesis of teaching according to which the depth of processing of an instructional message depends, among other factors, on the level of mental interaction promoted in the student by the language style used by the teacher. According to the interactive hypothesis, providing explanations by means of self-referenced dialogues rather than depersonalized generic monologues will encourage the learner to actively search for meaning (Anderson & Pearson, 1984; Doctorow, Wittrock, & Marks, 1978). Consequently, this approach predicts that students who learn a computer-based lesson by means of a personalized message will remember more of the factual information and solve problems better than students who learn by means of neutral messages.

On the other hand, according to the transmission hypothesis, human communication involves three processes: first, encoding an idea into a signal by a sender; second, the transmission of the signal to the receiver; and third, the decoding of the signal by the receiver (Reynolds, 1998). When the transmission hypothesis is applied to instructional messages, the role of the teacher is to present information, and the role of the learner is to receive information. Accordingly, this approach predicts that students who learn a multimedia science lesson by means of a personalized message or a neutral message will not show significant differences in their learning performance. The rationale for this prediction is that both programs contain identical visual information and equivalent verbal materials, which differ only in style.

Experiment 1

Many human–computer interactions involve a one-on-one learning scenario, that is, an instructional situation involving one human interacting with one computer. An example of a one-on-one learning scenario consists of a single student looking up an entry in a multimedia encyclopedia (such as an entry on the process of lightning formation). The purpose of Experiment 1 was to determine whether the self-reference learning effects found in the past (Symons & Johnson, 1997) would extend to a simple kind of multimedia-learning task. In Experiment 1 we compared students'
learning from a short multimedia explanation of how lightning storms develop in which an animation was accompanied by either neutral or self-referenced speech.

Method

Participants and design. The participants were 34 college students recruited from the psychology subject pool at the University of California, Santa Barbara. There were 17 participants in the personalized-speech group and 17 participants in the neutral-speech group. All participants indicated a low level of knowledge of meteorology.

Materials and apparatus. The paper materials consisted of a participant questionnaire, retention test, and four problem-solving transfer test sheets, similar to those we have used previously (Mayer & Moreno, 1998). The participant questionnaire solicited the participant's age, gender, and SAT scores; in addition, to measure the participant's knowledge of meteorology, it contained the following two questions: (a) "Please put a check mark indicating your knowledge of meteorology (weather)," followed by five blanks ranging from very little (scored as 1 point) to very much (scored as 5 points), and (b) "What does air temperature have to do with lightning?" The following instruction was typed at the bottom of each test sheet: "Suppose you see clouds in the sky, but no lightning. Why not?", and "What causes lightning?" The neutral-speech version involved speech using only the third person (as presented in the body of Appendix A), and the personal speech (P) version involved speech in the first and second person as well as comments directed at the learner (with additions indicated in the brackets and deletions indicated by underlining in Appendix A). The programs were produced using Director 4.0.4 and SoundEdit 16, version 2 (Macromedia, 1995), and the neutral-speech version was identical to the animation and narration (AN) version used in Mayer and Moreno (1998).

The apparatus consisted of five Macintosh IIci computer systems with 14-in. (35.6-cm) color monitors and Koss headphones.

Procedure. Participants were tested in groups of 1-5 per session, with each participant randomly assigned to treatment group. Each participant was seated at an individual station that included a computer system. First, participants completed the participant questionnaire at their own rates. Second, following instructions that told them to be prepared to answer questions about what was presented, participants received the multimedia program according to their treatment condition. Third, following instructions, participants had 6 min to complete the retention test. Fourth, following instructions, participants had 2.5 min to answer each of the four problem-solving transfer questions, which were presented sequentially. Each test was collected before the next one was distributed. The procedure was the same as the one we used previously (Mayer & Moreno, 1998), except that the multimedia programs involved neutral- and personalized-speech versions.

Scoring. We scored the meteorology knowledge scale by assigning 1 point for each item checked on the 7-item list and assigning an additional 1-5 points corresponding to the participant's self-rating of meteorology knowledge, ranging from 1 point, for very little, to 5 points, for very much. Participants who scored above 7 were not included in the study or in the count of participants in each group as listed in the Participants and design section.

We scored the recall test by tallying how many of eight key idea units—describing key steps in the process of lightning formation—were included in the participant's recall protocol. The participant did not have to use the same wording as in the multimedia program to receive credit. We scored the problem-solving transfer test by tallying the number of creative solutions generated on the four problem-solving transfer questions, yielding an open-ended scale. Scoring procedures are identical to those we used previously in (Mayer & Moreno, 1998).

Results and Discussion

The primary issue addressed in this study concerns whether students learn the presented material more deeply when the explanations were presented to them in a self-referential personalized conversation. The mean scores and standard deviations of the P and N groups on the transfer and retention tests are presented in Table 1. Students in the P group generated significantly more conceptual creative solutions on the transfer test than did students in the N group, t(32) = 2.95, p < .01. Students in the P group did not recall significantly more conceptual idea units on the retention

| Table 1 |
| Mean Transfer and Retention Scores, Corresponding Standard Deviations, and Effect Sizes (ES) for the Personalized (P) and Neutral (N) Groups: Experiments 1 and 2 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Experiment 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Experiment 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>M  SD</td>
<td>M  SD</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>M  SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer</td>
<td>5.87 1.36</td>
<td>4.31 1.62</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.09 1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td>5.62 1.02</td>
<td>5.44 1.31</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>5.73 1.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Scores ranged from 0 to 8 for the retention test and from 0 to 10 for the transfer test.
test than did students in the N group, \( r(32) = 0.45, p = .66 \). The effect sizes were 1.00 for transfer and 0.15 for retention. Although both groups remembered equivalent amounts of the verbal explanation for lightning, participants in the P group were better able than those in the N group to use the information to solve novel problems.

Experiment 2

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to determine whether the self-reference effects involving speech in multimedia explanations with animation that occurred in Experiment 1 would also occur with on-screen text messages. In Experiment 2 we studied students’ learning from a short multimedia explanation of how lightning storms develop. Animation was accompanied by either neutral or personal on-screen text.

Method

Participants and design. The participants were 44 college students recruited from the psychology subject pool at the University of California, Santa Barbara. There were 22 participants in the personalized-text (P) group and 22 participants in the neutral-text (N) group. As in Experiment 1, all participants reported low levels of experience in meteorology.

Materials and apparatus. The paper materials and apparatus were identical to those used in Experiment 1. The computer programs also were identical to those used in Experiment 1, except the narration was eliminated and converted to on-screen text, which appeared at the bottom of the screen. In this way, the personalized-text program was based on the personalized-speech program used in Experiment 1, and the neutral-text program was based on the neutral-speech program used in Experiment 1.

Procedure. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment 1 except that the computer programs presented personalized text or neutral text rather than personalized speech or neutral speech.

Scoring. Scoring was identical to Experiment 1. No participant scored above 7 on the meteorology knowledge scale.

Results and Discussion

The mean scores and standard deviations of the P and N groups on the transfer and retention tests are listed in Table 1. Students in the P group generated significantly more conceptual creative solutions on the transfer test than did students in the N group, \( t(42) = 5.33, p < .001 \). Students in the P group did not recall significantly more conceptual idea units on the retention test than did students in the N group, \( t(42) = 0.67, p = .51 \). The effect sizes were 1.60 for transfer and 0.20 for retention. Consistent with Experiment 1, the P group demonstrated better performance on problem-solving transfer than did the N group, but the groups did not differ on tests of retention. The lack of memorial benefits for personalized spoken or written messages seems to be inconsistent with past self-reference effects in memory (Reeder et al., 1987; Symons & Johnson, 1997). A possible interpretation of the difference between our results and results of past self-reference research is that our multimedia explanation provided not only verbal information but also visual information. On the basis of prior multimedia effects (Mayer, 1997), in which students who received text and illustrations or narration and animation performed better on retention tests than students who received text alone or narration alone, we believe that students in both groups used the additional visual information of the animation to help them answer the retention question. However, the major prediction from the interactive hypothesis—that students in the P group would learn more deeply than N students—was confirmed in both studies.

Although the interactive hypothesis can account for the problem-solving transfer results, interest theories of learning (Dewey, 1913; Harp & Mayer, 1998; Renninger, Hidi, & Krapp, 1992) provide an alternative explanation. When students are personally involved in their learning, they are more likely to enjoy the learning situation and actually want to understand the material. When students try hard to make sense of the presented material, they form a coherent mental model that enables them to apply what they learned to challenging new problem-solving situations (Mayer & Wittrock, 1996). For example, personalizing mathematics problems has proven to be more motivational for children (Anand & Ross, 1987; Herndon, 1987; Ross & Anand, 1987). The remaining studies reported in this article are similar to Experiments 1 and 2. To investigate the nature of the resulting learning outcomes, we asked students to take retention and problem-solving transfer tests. In addition, to investigate how interest might affect students’ learning, students were asked to rate the program on perceived difficulty, friendliness, helpfulness, motivation, and interest.

Experiment 3

Another example of one-on-one learning scenarios includes a single student playing an educational game on a computer. Just as in the multimedia explanation used in Experiments 1 and 2, a self-reference effect might be equally likely to occur in an educational game that presents instructional messages. However, the level of interactivity and involvement that characterizes an educational game might create in itself the necessary conditions to actively engage students in the learning task. Personalizing messages might not play such a crucial role in this situation. The purpose of Experiment 3 was to examine the self-reference effects within a multimedia game in which students learn about environmental science with the help of a pedagogic agent.

Method

Participants and design. The participants were 39 college students from the psychology subject pool at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Eighteen participants served in the personalized (P) group, and 21 participants served in the nonpersonalized (N) group.

Materials and apparatus. For each participant, the paper-and-pencil materials consisted of a participant questionnaire, a retention test, a 7-page problem-solving transfer test, and a program rating sheet, with each typed on 8.5-in. \( \times \) 11-in. (21.6 cm \( \times \) 27.9 cm) sheets of paper.

The participant questionnaire solicited information concerning the participant’s name, grade-point average, SAT scores, gender, and knowledge of botany. The retention test consisted of the following three questions, each typed on the same sheet: (a) “Please write down all the types of roots that you can remember from the lesson.” (b) “Please write down all the types of stems that you can remember from the lesson,” and (c) “Please write down all the types of leaves that you can remember from the lesson.” The problem-solving transfer test consisted of seven questions, each typed on a separate sheet. The first five sheets, respectively, had the following statements at the top: (a) “Design a plant to live in an environ-
ment that has low sunlight," (b) "Design a plant to live in an environment that has low temperature and high water table," (c) "Design a plant to live in an environment that has high temperature," (d) "Design a plant to live in an environment that has heavy rainfall and low nutrients," (e) "Design a plant to live in an environment that has high wind." After each statement, on the same sheet, a diagram with the eight possible roots (branching, deep, thick; branching, deep, thin; branching, shallow, thick; branching, shallow, thin; nonbranching, deep, thick; nonbranching, deep, thin; nonbranching, shallow, thick; nonbranching, shallow, thin), eight possible stems (long, bark, thick; long, bark, thin; long, no bark, thick; long, no bark, thin; short, bark, thick; short, bark, thin; short, no bark, thick; short, no bark, thin), and eight possible leaves (thick, small, thick skinned; thick, small, thin skinned; thick, large, thick skinned; thick, large, thin skinned; thin, small, thick skinned; thin, large, thick skinned; thin, large, thin skinned), and their respective names were listed preceded, respectively, by the following text: "Circle the type of root (1 or more);," "Circle the type of stem (1 or more);," and "Circle the type of leaf (1 or more);" finally, the following question appeared at the bottom of each sheet: "Why do you think that the plant you designed will survive in this environment?"

The following question was on the final two sheets: "In what kind of environment would you expect to see the following plant flourish (i.e., to see the plant grow well?) Please put a check mark next to one or more conditions." Following the question, a diagram of a different plant for each problem was presented in the middle of the sheet, and a list with the eight possible environmental conditions was provided under the diagram (i.e., low temperature, high temperature, low rainfall, heavy rainfall, low nutrients, high nutrients, low water table, and high water table). Problem 6 consisted of a plant with thick, large, and thin-skinned leaves; short, thick, and no-bark stem; branching, shallow, and thin roots. Problem 7 consisted of a plant with thick, small, thick-skinned leaves; thick, long, and bark stem; and nonbranching, deep, and thick roots. Finally, at the bottom of the sheet the following question appeared for each problem: "Why do you think that the plant designed will flourish in the environment that you chose?"

The program ratings sheet contained eight questions asking participants to rate on a 10-point scale their level of motivation, interest, and understanding; the perceived difficulty of the material; and the friendliness of the program. The following question was intended to assess the learner's motivation level: "If you had a chance to use this program with new environmental conditions, how eager would you be to do so?" (rated on a scale that ranged from 1 [not eager] to 10 [very eager]). The following two questions were intended to assess the learner's interest level: "How interesting is this material?" (scale: 1 [boring] to 10 [interesting]) and "How entertaining is this material?" (scale: 1 [tiresome] to 10 [entertaining]). The following two questions were intended to assess the learner's level of understanding: "How much does this material help you understand the relationship between plant design and the environment?" (scale: 1 [not at all] to 10 [very much]) and "How helpful is this material for learning about plant design?" (scale: 1 [unhelpful] and 10 [helpful]). The following two questions were intended to assess the learner's perception of learning difficulty: "How difficult was the material?" (scale: 1 [easy] and 10 [difficult]) and "How much effort is required to learn the material?" (scale: 1 [little] and 10 [much]). The following question was intended to assess the learner's rating of the program's friendliness: "How friendly was the computer that you interacted with?", and participants had to rate on a 10-point scale the level of friendliness (scale: 1 [not very friendly] and 10 [very friendly]).

The computerized materials were based on the discovery-based learning environment called "Design-A-Plant" (Lester, Stone, & Stelling, 1999), in which the student travels to an alien planet that has certain environmental conditions (e.g., low rainfall, light sunlight) and must design a plant that would flourish there (e.g., including designing the characteristics of the leaves, stem, and roots). The Design-A-Plant microworld uses a pedagogic agent who offers individualized narrated advice concerning the relation between plant features and environmental features by providing students with feedback on the choices that they make in the process of designing plants. Throughout the program, students visit a total of eight planets. In the first frame of the program, the agent introduces the student to the student to the first set of environmental conditions. Then he asks the student to choose the appropriate root from the library of roots' names and graphics shown on the computer screen. The student chooses a root; if he or she makes a wrong choice, then the agent gives a verbal explanation for the correct root and gives the student a second chance. If the student is wrong again, the agent shows an example of a correct choice and continues with the next step. If the student makes a correct choice, the agent indicates that the choice was correct and proceeds to the next step. The same procedure applies to the stem and leaves, with the pedagogical agent first asking the student to make a choice and giving the student verbal feedback afterward. After the explanation for the appropriate leaves for an environment is given, the student is taken to the next environment. The same procedure follows for the rest of the environments. All explanations are given as speech. Once the last environment is done, the computer screen signals that the program is over.

The two versions of the computerized program for the P group and the N group were identical with the exception of the language style used by the agent. For the P version, a personalized language that characterized normal conversations was used, with students receiving explanations in the first- and second-person point of view, suggesting that they were sharing the learning experience in the multimedia environment with the agent. For the N version a monologue-style language was used, with students receiving explanations in the third-person point of view, as if they were observers of the multimedia environment that the agent was describing. The factual content of the P and N versions was identical. Appendix B has an example of the speech corresponding to the P and N versions of the lesson. The multimedia programs were developed using Director 4.04 and Sound-Edit 16, version 2 (Macromedia, 1995). The apparatus consisted of 3 Macintosh Iici computer systems, which included a 14-in. (35.6-cm) monitor and Sony headphones.

Procedure. Participants were tested in groups of 1–3 per session. Each participant was randomly assigned to a treatment group (P or N) and was seated at an individual cubicile in front of a computer. First, participants completed the participant questionnaire at their own rate. Second, the experimenter presented oral instructions stating that the computer program would teach them how plants should be designed in order to survive in different environments and that when the computer program was finished the experimenter would have some questions for the participants to answer. Students were told to remain quietly seated once the multimedia lesson was over, until the experimenter gave them further instructions. Participants were told to put on headphones and to press the spacedeck to begin the program. Third, on pressing the spacedeck, the respective version of the multimedia program was presented once to all participants. All participants visited the same eight environments. The self-paced visits had a total duration that ranged between 24 min and 28 min. Fourth, when the program was finished, the experimenter presented oral instructions for the test, stating that there would be a series of question sheets and that for each sheet the participant should keep working until told to stop. Fifth, the program ratings sheet was presented and collected after 2 min. Next, the retention sheet was distributed. After 5 min, the sheet was collected. Then, the seven problem-solving transfer sheets were presented one at a time, for 3 min each, with each sheet collected by the experimenter before the subsequent sheet was handed out.

Scoring. The program rating was calculated by adding the numbers that the participant had circled in the program rating sheet. For this purpose, the perceived difficulty ratings were subtracted from 10. The maximum possible score was 50.
We computed a retention score for each participant by counting the number of correct categories (out of three possible) for each plant part (root, stem, and leaf) that the participant produced on the retention test. The maximum possible score was 9. We computed a total transfer score for each participant by counting the number of acceptable answers that the participant produced across the seven problem-solving transfer problems. For each of the first five questions, 1 point was given for each correct category that the participant circled for each plant part, and 1 point was given for each correctly stated explanation about their choice of category of plant type, regardless of wording. For example, for Question 2, which asked the student to "design a plant to live in an environment that has low temperature and high water table," eight plant categories (branching roots, shallow roots, thick roots, thick stem, bark stem, thick leaves, small leaves, thick skinned leaves) had to be checked, and the student could obtain a maximum possible score of 16: 1 point for each of eight correct categories, plus 1 point for each correct explanation corresponding to the eight possible categories checked. For each of the last two questions, 1 point was given for each correct environment condition chosen by the participant (out of 4), and 1 point was given for each correctly stated explanation about the participant's choice of type of environment, regardless of wording. No points were given for incorrect or incomplete answers. The maximum possible scores for each question were 4 points for Question 1, 16 points for Question 2, 4 points for Question 3, 6 points for Question 4, 12 points for Question 5, and 9 points for each of Questions 6 and 7, yielding a maximum possible total problem-solving transfer score of 60 points.

Results and Discussion

Does personalized speech promote better performance on the transfer and retention tests than neutral speech? The mean scores and respective standard deviations of the P and N groups on retention and transfer are presented in Table 2. Participants in the P group recalled significantly more items than participants in the N group, based on a two-tailed t test, f(37) = 3.28, p < .0001. The effect sizes were 1.55 for transfer and 0.83 for retention.

Are agent-based programs rated more favorably when they include personalized spoken messages rather than neutral spoken messages? The mean scores and standard deviations of the P and N groups on the overall program rating are presented in Table 2. Groups did not differ on the overall program rating based on a two-tailed t test, t(37) = 0.69, p = .50. The effect size is 0.21.

The results of Experiment 3 are consistent with the interactive hypothesis. Students who were encouraged to see themselves as interacting with a pedagogical agent in a shared computer-based environment remembered more and used what they learned to solve new problems better than students who were not addressed as participants of the interaction.

Experiment 4

In Experiment 3 we tested the effects of language style in an instructional lesson where students communicated with a pedagogical agent by means of speech. Our goal in Experiment 4 was to investigate whether the same effects can be obtained in an environment where students communicate with the pedagogic agent by reading on-screen text.

Method

Participants and design. The participants were 42 college students from the psychology subject pool at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Twenty-one participants served in the personalized text (P) group, and 21 participants served in the nonpersonalized text (N) group.

Materials and apparatus. The P and N versions of the computer lesson were identical to the P and N versions used for Experiment 3, respectively, with one exception: The voice used in Experiment 3 was replaced by the same words displayed as on-screen text. The text was displayed for the same length of time as the P and N versions of the narration in Experiment 3. Both versions were programmed to have the same duration. The computerized materials were developed using Director 4.04 (Macromedia, 1995). The rest of the materials and the apparatus were identical to those of Experiment 3.

Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 3 except that each participant was randomly assigned to one of two treatment groups (P or N) before being seated at an individual cubicle in front of a computer.

Scoring. A scorer, not aware of the treatment condition of each participant, determined the retention, problem-solving transfer, and program-rating scores for each participant in the same fashion as in Experiment 3.

Results and Discussion

Does personalized text promote better performance on the transfer and retention tests than neutral text does? The mean scores and respective standard deviations of the P and N groups on retention and transfer are presented in Table 2. Students in the P

Table 2
Mean Transfer, Retention, and Program Ratings Scores, Corresponding Standard Deviations, and Effect Sizes (ES) for the Personalized (P) and Neutral (N) Groups: Experiments 3, 4, and 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment and group</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>41.89</td>
<td>5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>46.05</td>
<td>5.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program rating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>32.67</td>
<td>6.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>32.81</td>
<td>7.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>31.46</td>
<td>32.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program rating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>32.67</td>
<td>6.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>32.81</td>
<td>7.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>31.46</td>
<td>32.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Scores ranged from 0 to 9 for the retention test, from 0 to 60 for the transfer test, and from 5 to 50 for the program rating score.
group recalled significantly more items than students in the N group, based on a two-tailed t test, \( t(40) = 2.04, p < .05 \), and produced significantly more correct solutions on transfer problems than students in the N group, based on a two-tailed t test, \( t(37) = 5.71, p < .0001 \). The effect sizes were 1.58 for transfer and 0.57 for retention.

Are agent-based computer programs rated more favorably when they include personalized textual messages rather than neutral textual messages? The mean scores and respective standard deviations of the P and N groups on the overall program rating are presented in Table 2. Students in the P group gave marginally higher ratings to the computer lesson than students in the N group, based on a two-tailed t test, \( t(40) = 1.98, p = .06 \). The effect size is 0.7.

Similar to Experiment 3, the results obtained in Experiment 4 are consistent with the interactive hypothesis as they confirm its predictions of self-reference effects on retention and transfer. However, at least part of the self-reference effects found in Experiments 3 and 4 might be explained by an alternative interpretation. There is considerable empirical support for the contention that interspersed questions—such as the ones used in the personalized versions of Experiments 3 and 4—result in better learning of both intentional and incidental material (Allington & Weber, 1993; Rickards & McCormick, 1988; Rothkopf, 1970). As can be seen in Appendix B, these personalized messages contained some rhetorical questions interspersed throughout the computer lesson, such as the question “Which do you think would be more flexible?”

If the self-reference effects found in Experiments 3 and 4 were due to the extra elaboration promoted by the inserted questions, then removing the questions from the personalized version would eliminate any performance differences between groups. On the other hand, if the interactive hypothesis is correct, then the benefits of personalized instructional messages rely not on inserted questions but rather on the active involvement resulting from using self-referential language.

Experiment 5

The purpose of Experiment 5 was to study the effects of using self-referential contexts without the inclusion of inserted questions.

Method

Participants and design. The participants were 43 college students from the psychology subject pool at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Twenty-two participants served in the personalized narration (P) group, and 21 participants served in the nonpersonalized narration (N) group.

Materials and apparatus. The P and N versions of the computer lesson were identical to the P and N versions used in Experiment 3, with one exception: The 15 interspersed rhetorical questions used in the P version for Experiment 3 were eliminated. The computerized materials were developed using Director 4.04 and SoundEdit 16, version 2 (Macromedia, 1995). The rest of the materials and the apparatus were identical to those of Experiment 3.

Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 3.

Results and Discussion

Does personalized speech promote better performance on the transfer and retention tests than neutral speech does? The mean scores and respective standard deviations of the P and N groups on retention and transfer are presented in Table 2. Like Experiments 3 and 4, students in the P group recalled more elements from the plant library than students in the N group, based on a two-tailed t test, \( t(41) = 2.03, p = .05 \), and produced significantly more correct solutions on transfer problems than students in the N group, based on a two-tailed t test, \( t(41) = 3.55, p = .001 \). The effect sizes were 0.89 for transfer and 0.56 for retention.

Are agent-based programs rated more favorably when they include personalized spoken messages rather than neutral spoken messages? The mean scores and standard deviations of the P and N groups on the overall program rating are in Table 2. As in Experiments 3 and 4, the groups did not differ on the overall program rating based on a two-tailed t test, \( t(41) = 1.11, p = .77 \). The effect size is 0.33.

Experiment 5 provides evidence that students who communicate with an agent by means of self-referenced messages are able to recall more and use what they have learned to solve new problems better than students who listen to neutral instructional messages. These results are consistent with the interactive hypothesis and suggest that the self-reference effects found in Experiments 3 and 4 were not caused solely by the use of interspersed questions.

In sum, the self-reference effects found across Experiments 3–5 support the use of personalized conversations in student communications with pedagogic agents as a cognitive tool to promote meaningful learning. The transmission hypothesis, according to which students are mere information recipients and the pragmatics of language are not essential, proved to be inadequate by failing to explain the reported effects.

We speculated that performance differences between groups could be explained by interest theories of learning (Dewey, 1913); however, this hypothesis did not receive support in our studies. Nevertheless, it is important to note that our program rating questionnaire may not have been a sensitive enough measure to tap students’ interest.

General Discussion

In these experiments we evaluated whether using the self as a reference point in a multimedia science lesson can promote deep understanding by engaging students in an active search for meaning (Anderson & Pearson, 1984; Doctorow et al., 1978).

A self-reference effect for retention in multimedia messages was observed in three experiments. On the basis of past self-reference effects on memory (Reeder et al., 1987; Symons & Johnson, 1997), we originally predicted that P groups would recall significantly more of the materials of the computer lesson than N groups in both the multimedia explanation and the multimedia science game. However, this proved to be the case for only the second
environment. We interpret the failure to find self-reference effects on retention in the multimedia explanation as due to the additional information contained in the animation. In past research on multimedia learning with animations, students who received scientific explanations by means of text or narration and animations performed better on retention tests than students who received text alone or narration alone (Mayer, 1997). We believe that, congruently, students in Experiments 1 and 2 used the additional visual information of the animation to help them answer the retention question.

A self-reference effect for problem-solving transfer in multimedia messages was observed across five experiments: Students who learned by means of a personalized explanation (either as speech or as on-screen text) were better able to use what they learned to solve new problems than students who received a neutral monologue.

Taken together, the findings fail to support the transmission hypothesis, according to which the pragmatics of language style play no role in the processing of information (Reddy, 1979). The interactive hypothesis, however, was supported across all studies on the dependent measure that is most sensitive to learning: problem-solving transfer. The main focus of our study was to determine if personalized messages would promote the deep understanding of a complex scientific system. Therefore, problem-solving transfer, not retention, should be the most relevant assessment variable (Mayer, 1997; Mayer & Wittrock, 1996).

We hypothesized that students who receive personalized messages would be more likely to attain deep understanding than students who received depersonalized messages. First, addressing students directly in the message and encouraging them to encode the lesson as a personal experience leads to activation of a self-structure. This structure provides internal cues in the form of experiences that facilitate the processing of the content by making available experiences in memory to which the lesson can be related (Burnkrant & Unnava, 1989). Second, by explaining the material in a more familiar and authentic learning style, a one-on-one conversation seems likely to reduce the processing effort required to translate and make sense out of the materials (Mayer, 1984; Pea, 1993). The alternative explanation, based on interest theory (Dewey, 1913), was not supported by our results.

The reported results have strong implications for teaching. The most direct practical implication of the present study is that multimedia science programs can result in broader learning if the communication model is centered around shared environments in which the student is addressed as a participant rather than as an observer. The beneficial effects of introducing self-referencing into a multimedia science lesson occur independently of the behavioral interaction required during a computer lesson. When the presentation is linear (such as in Experiments 1 and 2), so that students are required only to watch an animation while listening to or reading an explanation, and when students are required to make choices by clicking on the computer screen (such as in Experiments 3, 4, and 5), self-referencing seems to promote the mental interaction needed to actively involve the learner in the process of understanding.
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### Appendix A

**Text of Neutral (N) and Personalized (P) Versions in Experiments 1 and 2, With Personalized Additions Indicated in Brackets and Deletions Indicated by Underlining**

[Let me tell you what happens when lightning forms. Suppose you are standing outside, feeling the warm rays of the sun heating up the earth's surface around you.] Cool moist air moves over a warmer surface and becomes heated. The warm moist air near the earth's surface rises rapidly. As the air in this updraft cools, water vapor condenses into water droplets and forms a cloud. [Congratulations! You have just witnessed the start of the rain. If you could look inside your cloud, you could see a neat pattern.] Within the cloud, the rising and falling air currents cause electrical charges to build. The negatively charged particles fall to the bottom of the cloud, and most of the positively charged particles rise to the top.

[Now that your cloud is charged up, I can tell you the rest of the story:] A stepped leader of negative charges moves downward in a series of steps. It nears the ground. A positively charged leader travels up from objects [around you] such as trees and buildings. The two leaders generally meet around 165 feet above the ground. Negatively charged particles then rush from [your] the cloud to the ground along the path created by the leaders. It is not very bright. As the leader stroke nears the ground, it induces an opposite charge, so positively charged particles from the ground rush upward along the same path. This upward motion of the current is the return stroke. It produces the bright light that [you] people notice as a flash of lightning.
Appendix B

Text of Neutral (N) and Personalized (P) Versions in Experiments 3 and 4 Corresponding to the Introduction and First Environment Visit

Introduction to the Program

P version: You are about to start a journey where you will be visiting different planets. For each planet, you will need to design a plant. Your mission is to learn what type of roots, stem, and leaves will allow your plant to survive in each environment. I will be guiding you through by giving out some hints.

N version: This program is about what type of plants survive in different planets. For each planet, a plant will be designed. The goal is to learn what type of roots, stem, and leaves allow plants to survive in each environment. Some hints are provided throughout the program.

Introduction to the Environment

P version: Your only goal here is to design a plant that will survive, maybe even flourish, in this environment of heavy rain. It is perfect for any of the roots and stems, but your leaves need to be flexible so that they won’t be damaged by the heavy rain.

N version: The goal is to design a plant that will survive, maybe even flourish, in an environment of heavy rain. It is perfect for any root and stem, but the leaves need to be flexible so that they won’t be damaged by the heavy rain.

Leaf Explanation

P version: This is a very rainy environment, and the leaves of your plant have to be flexible so they’re not damaged by the rainfall. What really matters for the rain is your choice between thick leaves and thin leaves. Which do you think would be more flexible?

N version: In very rainy environments plant leaves have to be flexible so that they are not damaged by the rainfall. What really matters for the rain is the choice between thick leaves and thin leaves.

Feedback

Right Root Choice

P version: Yes! In this environment any root you choose will do just fine.
N version: For a heavy rain environment any root will do just fine.

Right Stem Choice

P version: Yes! In this environment any stem you choose will do just fine.
N version: For a heavy rain environment any stem will do just fine.

Right Leaf Choice

P version: Yes! You chose thin leaves, which are very flexible and won’t break in the rain.
N version: The correct choice is thin leaves, which are very flexible and don’t break in the rain.

Wrong Leaf Choice

P version: Choose thin leaves!
N version: The right choice is thin leaves.